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On 10th March, 2024 Alumnae Meet was organised in Dev Sangha Institute of Professional Studies and 

Educational Research. Mr. Asim Kumar Chatterjee, Secretary, DIPSER, Prof. (Dr.) Rajnish Pandey Principal 

and Dr. Babita Kumari, Vice Principal, DIPSER, were the guest of the event. Mrs. Anju Pandit, Asst. 

Professor, DIPSER was the coordinator of the event.  

 

 The program started with a short introduction delivered by Aditi Raj student-teacher of B. Ed Sem 1(Asst. 

General Secretary). The program was preceded by lighting the lamp and remembering the Almighty. 

Deepmala Marandi, Suneha Murmu, Aditi Raj and Aishwarya Anup student-teacher of B.Ed. sem 1 were the 

anchor of the program. After finishing the lamp lighting, Principal Prof. (Dr.) Rajnish Pandey addressed the 

esteemed Alumnae. Then followed by felicitation of Chief guest by Alumnae members. Our secretary Mr. 

Asim Kumar Chatterjee enlightened us with his valuable words and thoughts. 

 

Later the Faculty members of DIPSER enchanted with beautiful welcome song. Hindi duet dance was 

performed by Aishwarya and Aditi. It was a graceful dance performance. After that our choir group enthralled 

us with their harmonious group song.  Another dance was performed by the Bollywood dance group. A Solo 

song was sang by Deepmala Marandi.  After that a beautiful melodious retro mashup bollywood song was 

sang by our college choir group. Then we a powerful and graceful dance performance by the South Indian 

dance group was performed.   Lastly, we had Santhali group dance which showcased the soulful essence of 

Santhali culture where tradition meets with modernity. Then Alumnae shared their experience. The Alumnae 

meet was a moment which created an   Understanding, Inspiration and connection that will stay with us 

forever. The program ended with vote of thanks presented by Aishwarya Anup student-teacher of B.Ed. sem 1.  

 

The event was a huge success. The main objective of organising the Alumnae meet was to Promote and 

Encourage close relations between the college and its alumnae which leads to development and growth of our 

institution. 

 


